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love? How probable was his existence in time or out of 
time? Could Al Quinn have been serious when he said 
that I was incapable of playing games, that I took life 
too seriously by playing it like a game and disbelieved 
his avowed success -··-- :_ _._~-~ .. :-- .. ~ .. :ll:C .. ~ .. rt 

painted a dull black, the walls and ceiling were gray 
as was the floor which was covered entirely by a soft 
wool rug. Only books with the most brilliantly colored 
of covers were in evidence and the pictures which hung 
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THE UNINVITED GEIST 
Je suis le tenebreau ... 

AI'AGO~ has wavered thru the years 

The long 9 long 9 years 9 the freshman years o 

Werd~ich zum Augenblicke sagen: 

Verweile doch! du bist so sch{Jmf 

I yearn 9 Real truth to learn-

l'esprit de finesse ...... ! guess 

i l un g a t r a t t a 

di ·gente , ch'io non avrei mai creduto 

che morte tanta n'avesse disfatta 

My world 9 this world 9 the sterile world 

Gerry 

SEMINAR 

I think I mean " co 

I hope I mean . o o 

I try to mean what Plato means 
(or in some sense what he sought) 

It doesn Qt matter what words you use 
It doesngt matter what methods you choose 
As long as you get where your going 
AS long as you Jmow where your going 

Can you make this clear? 
Can you illustrate? 
Well cc oman ~ man ~: State : State 

(understood, of course 9 the courses of fate) 
rtus ~etting late 
ItQs getting late 
Well cv o man ~ .... tate ~~man ~ State 

It is nearly ten 
,., .. ~ ::-. .::, happens then o. c 
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Editorial 

What we have to say is a repetition of what 
has been said before, officially and unofficially. 
("We" means generally, "the Editors of the 
Collegian," and specifically, "the people who 
wrote, typed, and proof-read this issue.") The 
repetition is our saying once more that the 
Collegian is an organ of the whole St. John's 
Community, depending for its very existence 
upon the creative contributions of that com
munity. The repetition is necessary because 
contributions so far this year have been so very 
slight. 

We are assuming, of course, that the Colle
gian should exist this coming year. We have 
no comment on its past history, wondering just 
what should be expected from such a child. We 
are sure that at no time past has any publica
tion in any way represented the whole St. 
John's Community, and now we are only hope
ful that such a publication is even possible. 

No doubt Collegian suffers a bit from lack 
of definition. The only definition we have to 
offer is this issue itself. The definition, we 
realize, wants amendment. That can best be 
accomplished, we feel, by contributions from 
the different segments of the student popula
tion. 

Comment 

Toward the ideal of an Informed Community, 
let us attempt to find order in the recently wit
nessed bit of what seems to be Chaos herself. 
We refer to the once-folded bit of paper found 
one week ago in truly odd corners of the cam
pus buildings. The origin of the bit is still in 
question, but we can at this date stamp-out a 
good many of the rumors. 

First, it was not a selection of type-face sam
ples passed out by the Veri-type people to show 
off their machine, nor was it written and dis-

tributed after dark by Leroy. Leroy, as a mat
ter of fact, found the whole thing sadly lacking. 
He had hoped that its editors would have hit 
upon a more "discerning editorial policy." Duns 
Scotus was of the same opinion. It was cer
tainly neither a new errata sheet to the old lab 
manuals, nor a fragment from an un-found 
Plotinus. (Almost four people have pointed out 
that no Plotinus they know of would use a 
kappa where a chi would do.) 

We suspect that the true story is closer to 
the Tale that finds the paper in question to be 
an old Enabling examination, minus the page 
with the questions on it; the page 5 referred to. 
This examination was confused in the Treasur
er's Office with the copies of the New Finan
cial Policy, which in turn were sent to the 
decorators responsible for the yellow furniture. 
The furniture requirement went to the boiler 
people, who then forwarded it to their head
office, who returned it to the switchboard. 
There Pat Davis appeared, saw, and the Art 
exhibit of last Spring was the result, together 
with the brass lamps and the new lights. Pat 
left, as we all know, just last week. At some
time, an order recalling Miss Alexander was 
given, and it seems to have been executed with 
no confusion. 

If further evidence makes itself available, we 
shall certainly make ourselves so, again as al
ways. 

Sansefiera 

Crowded they stand 
In the wide pot, 
All wanting and taking 
The best place, 
But not looking 
For better places. 

Such is nature and creature, 
The sun laughing upon all. 

Robert J. Pierot '53 



Liberal-Education And The Liberal Arts 

Mr. Klein started the lecture year with his 
lecture "Liberal Education and the Liberal 
Arts." I have heard it called a freshmen lec
ture and I guess that is a good name for it. 
Here it is difficult for one to lecture on the lib
eral arts for so many lecture on them that if 
he were to say something new or well, it is sur
rounded by repetition. This was the strength 
of the lecture for those who enjoyed and the 
dullness for those who didn't. Those who en
joyed it did so as one enjoys a good meal, they 
were satisfied and complacent. 

Those who didn't like it, said it was obvious, 
unorganized, etc. They plainly didn't like it, 
as the others plainly enjoyed it. With the tra
dition of lectures we have here, I don't think 
one can expect a well organized, formally pre
sented lecture. Then how can the lecture clear
ly state something true and not be deemed ob
vious? Suppose someone for whom we have 
great-respect lectures to us saying, "And I have 
found from my studies and experience that man 
must live moderately, putting everything in its 
proper place." This is obvious. De we only 
want to know how this man solves mathemati
·cal problems, what he judges of a work, or how 
he made his money, some particular point 
which brings to focus his experience and in
sight? 

Mr. Klein spoke of the re la ti on of man as an 
individual to the existing order of things, i. e., 
the tradition, how one can become free to be 
ones-self. 

He stated that Achilles, through his shield 
became free, and as himself, went into battle. 
Then he quoted Plato as saying man becomes 
free through knowledge, that one can only know 
that which is unchangeable. Yet, to be a free 
man, man must know the basic assumption on 
which life is based. This along with the seem
ingly two-fold place of tradition gave much 
food for thought, which, of course, was not dis
cussed in the question period. 

It is strange that the question period of a 
lecture aimed primarily at the freshmen should 
allow the freshmen only one question. I hoped 
at one time that the reins might be given over 
to them for a fresh, a new point of approach. 
The question period was like most question 

periods. It did not discuss the questions on 
hand, but as if that which was said was the 
impetus for their minds to wander far away 
and bring to the fore their favorite theme. 
Whether it be a haughty distance, treating a 
small point with its cosmic or semantical impli
cations or the - that may be so, but what 
about this attitude. 

The question period shows that once knowl
edge does become established it sediments, 
modifies, and petrifies itself. It wasn't that the 
freshman year was so wonderful, but that we 
were so wonderful our freshman year. 

All in all, I had a pleasurable evening, as 
most Friday nights are pleasurable; somehow 
hoping that Mr. Klein would have given eight 
lectures or cut to one-eighth the one he gave. 

Room Service 

Room Service was originally a stage play, and 
the Marx Brothers movie of the same name has 
many of the familiar faults of unimaginative 
film adaptions. It is too static, too talky, and 
in general the peculiar virtues of the screen are 
uncultivated. By contrast, in Duck Soup the 
resources of the camera are used fully and with 
great effect; most strikingly in the battlefield 
scenes. Some of the early Marx Brothers pic
tures are, however, translated from the stage 
with even more crudity than Room Service; and 
yet, in their case, it would be trifling to com
plain. 

The main trouble with Room Service is that 
it's plot is considered something important, 
rather than a mere pretext. The very special 
Marxist Muse is ignobly in the service of ordi
nary situation comedy. The great comic mo
ment is viewed, not as an end in itself, but as a 
way to advance the story. For example Harpo 
is called upon to present his conception, of 
death, and it's a remarkably intense and funny 
conception, that reaches to the heart like a hor
ror, and yet the movie here insists on centering 
its attention on the wearisome circumstance of 
the hotel man's confoundment. 

So, because of the necessity to keep the story 
moving along, Chico and Harpo are not allowed 
to exhibit their musical skills. Groucho, who 
is, as somebody once said, a splendid caricature 

of something unknown, can't step outside the 
story to parody it. And there are no· rapid 
sequences of dialogue and/ or action bou_nd to
gether with a strange and inexorable necessity 
which are as brilliant in totality as a mathe
matical proof. Instead we are offered little 
snatches here and there: Groucho cheats at sol
itaire, Harpo indefatigably pursues a turkey, 
and in the eating scene and a few other places 
we are battered into helpless laughter. But the 
ultimate effect is not the comic ecstasy of their 
best work. 

We grieve for the stupidity of the producer 
of Room Service and trust that the lesson of 
it is plain enough: the comedy of the Marx 
Brothers is somehow above this world of strug
gle and frustration. (Harpo, especially, is a 
thoroughly self-sufficient man, blonde-chasing 
and all.) Just what world it's really in is an
other and greater subject. 

Robert Hill. 

The Surf 

Beneath the pallid moon's sick glow, 
Framed against an ashen space, 
With rythmic regularity -
Surf swirls amongst the ragged rocks, 
Recedes and flagellates once more 
A purposeless song persistently, 
That melody, monotony. 

G. R. C. 

Film Review 

By Robert Parslow 

The Camera is a merciless machine for trav
elling in time. It cannot retrieve polyploid 
chrysanthemums from the future, but it is cap
able of wedging the visible past awkwardly into 
the present. You and I on occasion come face 
to face (this latter "face" a patent synecdoche) 
with ourselves clad as jaybirds at half a year 
and then blush with this flesh for that flesh to 
show that film's artifice has collapsed the line 
of time to a point of currency. 

More irksome than this are the potentialities 
of the movie camera's vehicle equipped to haul 

at least five additional dimensions of its sub
ject through the train of instants on its strip 
of retina, remembering Bernhardt as a ham 
(however divine a ham), Lamar as a proponent 
of Machaty's admirable idea of ecstasy and 
Chaplin as a peculiarly unpathetic anti-Chaplin. 

A lady who has seen more Chaplin screened 
than I said, "I didn't like the picture because I 
couldn't cry for Charlie." The picture was 
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" and the Lady was 
perhaps over-sensitive. But seeing the older 
Charlie without the warmth and ambiguous 
innocence of the old Charlie is discomforting. 

The Comedian cannot, however, fail to evoke 
some admiration. He still dances to perfection 
as he moves and, walking with Tillie, executes 
the world's only pas de deux in counter-point. 
Tillie pains us somewhat: if we must choose a 
woman to laugh at, let it be Phulladulla rather 
than Grishkin, the form Spinster rather than 
the form Mother, who is the butt of pedal 
indignities. 

I laughed hard at the Keystone Cops coming 
to· Tillie's rescue toward the end of the film, 
and thought of the similar geometrical confus
ion of the franc-chasseurs in "A Nous la Lib
erte." 

The meaning and moral of this ''Tillie's Punc
tured Romance" is lost in antiquity. The only 
metaphysical question I can think of: in 1913 
and Iglehart Hall, what were all those people 
laughing at all the time? 

Borromini's Dom 

Image in the stone of the cold God of the 
cavernous 

Terror now bound in Acquinian logic and 

Aristotelian space, compasses Mystery, 

Life and the Ultimate Reality. Facade is an 

Inlay of stone in a cosmical screen; infinite 

Extension, known but as felt, is uncompre-
hended; and 

Nothing outside of the jeweled walls has ex
presion. 

P. Lyman 



The Reformation 

By Paul Cree 

T.he blessings of S~. Cecelia, or her Germanic 
eqmval~nt, h::i':e. once more been invoked and a 
har:r;iomol_ls Jo~mng of music with the six oth
~rs Is agam bemg attempted. Masculine voices 
m other ~ords, have sounded in McDowell Hall f fter fallmg to achieve the perfectly possibl~ 
ast year, as. Mr. Zl_lckerkandl remarked, he at
te~pts the impossible this year, with an im
posnw ~egr~e of success, if the first meeting is 
a~y md1cahon. of what's to follow. Not only 
d!d he lure us I~to demonstration that we could 
smg great :r;ius1c (Need I name it?) without 
even e;xtendmg ourselves, but after dispellinO' 
a few 1~lustrat~ons f?isted on ~s by second-rat: 
ro~1anhc mus1colog1sts concerning major and 
mmor. modes, he eve? had us singing a Bach 
AlleluJ ~h (the .same m a very minor mode) in 
a fashion which would have made Martin 
~uther summon up the maximum of whatever 
JOY he was capable of. 

:\~l this is merely to say that, in one man's 
op1mon at least, last Wednesday's chorus was 
pr~tty wonderful. The spirit was there the 
voices were there, and, by God, even the t~tors 
were there. Long may they flourish, and with 
them, the chorus. 

~~~~-o~~~~-

Kinsman's Rationale 

Since St .. John's 9oll~ge is located very fav
orably for it, boatmg is an activity that the 
Coll~ge could reasonably be expected to provide 
for its stud.ents. Unfortunately boating is a 
very e~~ens1ve recreation and the College is in 
no pos1b~n to make it available without sup
port. This support so far as the students are 
concerned, takes the form of labor given to the 
College by those who are interested in boats 
A year ago a survey of the real property of th~ 
Boat Club sh?wed a serious deterioration from 
lc;tck of or?'~mze~ care. To halt this deteriora
~10n and, if possible, to reverse the trend was 
the problem. 

I~ has been my experience based on an obser
vat10n of ~ number of boat clubs that the only 
group wluch ·can be depended upon to pull to
gether and stick together long enouo-h to get 
the re3lly. unpleasant labor done it the . er 
p Pn Th · l rac1n0 

~' :- : 1~ IS pe~ l~J?S natural since, while all 
ot.ner boatmg activities are individual and can 

t?ok to build up a fleet of racing boats in addi
b~n .to the day sailors it already has. Since 
this is a long process where money is difficult 
to come. by and where no member can give too 
much time to Club work, we began to look 
?-round for a way of getting some racing dur
mg the period ":hile the fleet was being built. 
The Inter-Collegiate Yacht Racing Association 
was the ans~er here. Members need not have 
a fleet of their own and can sail boats of those 
~ortunate enough to ~ave a fleet. Considering 
the s.tate~ent of President Barr printed as Ap
pendix Cm tl1:e St. John's College Catalogue of 
1947-48, particularly the last paragraph it 
seeme~ reasonable to ask the Administrative 
Coun?Il of th~ 9ollege if the Club might not be 
permitted to Jorn the Association. The Council 
afte:r: .careful consideration, agreed that th~ 
cond1t10ns under which the Association oper
at~d were ~ot. pe~nicious and that the Club 
m1~ht race m it without changing the College 
pohcy as expressed by Mr. Barr. 

It should t;>e u~derstood that the Club pro
poses to contmue m the Association even after 
its own .fleet is sufficiently large to maintain 
?- good mtramural program. Sailboat racing 
is analogous to ~he soluti<;>n of a mathematical 
f~oblem. The given conditions are the course 
~ weather and the boat. The problem is t~ 

ha~ the course, come back in one piece and 
r{ng t.he boat with you. The problem can be 

so ved m many ways. On a very low level you 
~an break out a paddle and get around that 
wa~ Once . some rudimentary skill is gained 
sue a .solut10n, not being very elegent is not 
ae~thebcally satisfying. The man who' wins a 
~~Ilboat race has the satisfaction of knowing 
h ~at of those who attempted the solution he 

as been m~st nearly perfect. In some ve 
feal. se~se sailboat racing is the pursuit of pe7-
. ecbon m an art. To continue with the analo 
I~ter-collegiate racing provided a wider ra.!i~ 
o problen;is for ~olution than any one Club 
could provide for its members. 

Thi:: Cl~b does not conceive of itself as an 
o:r:gamzat10n of racing men. It is concerned 
with the problem of making boating of any 
typ~ the students. really want available. The 
racmg men are neither subversive nor reaction
ary. The fact is that they are a group of men 
who are coe_rced into the necessary work of the 
Club by their need for an organization. 

Blair Kinsman. 

Contra be pur~ued ?lone, racing of necessity means co
operation w1th a group. For that reason it was 
proposed to the Club that it would be wise to 
find a way to promote racing. The Club under-

. There is, elsewhere in this journal, an article 
m defense and explanation of the action of the 
Boat Club in joining the Intercollegiate Racing 

Association. I have not read this article, and 
so do not know all of the arguments that may 
be put forth in it. I have, however, heard some 
discussion of this issue, and propose here to 
examine one of the arguments that has been 
used to support the Boat Club's action. 

The proponents of the Boat Club say many 
things with which I entirely agree, such as that 
sailing is a great sport, one actively beneficial 
to man's body and soul, and one that is per
haps especially fitted to the liberal artist. I 
also agree that sailing takes money for boats 
and upkeep, and that the College cannot afford 
the full burden of this demand. I would like 
it to be clear that on these points I have no 
differences with Mr. Kinsman and the Boat 
Club. The Club's supporters go on to say that 
the only, or at any rate the best way to get 
this money is to attract it from the Alumni by 
making a glorious name for themselves in inter
collegiate racing. They say that furthermore, 
intercollegiate sailing is entirely within the 
spirit of Mr. Barr's general denunciation of 
intercollegiate athletics in Appendix C of the 
catalogue. This is where I differ with them. 
The Boat Club does not propose racing with 
other colleges as a thing primarily desirable in 
itself, but rather as a means of attracting 
money for its support. I think this is a dis
honest way of getting money. For they will be 
saying to the Alumni that they want money to 
race, when the truth is that they want money 
to sail, and are racing to get money. Mr. Barr 
says in Appendix C that he hopes that the day 
will come when St. John's can play games with 
other colleges as naturally as such games ever 
were played. Mr. Kinsman argues that that 
day is here, at least for the Boat Club. I do not 
think it is here, because to race with other 
schools to impress the old grads and stimulate 
financial support, is not the natural kind of 
playing games that Mr. Barr was talking about. 
Mr. Barr was talking about sport for the love 
of sport, from which this sort of thing is a far 
cry. 

In answer to this objection of mine, it has 
been urged that this racing for money is only 
a necessary means to the end of sailing and 
racing for sailing's sake, and is really being 
done, therefore, for the love of the sport. I 
answer to this that it is my conviction that any 
means to an end, which is in its nature contra
dictory of that end, is not a suitable or efficient 
means. I therefore believe that sailing for 
~oney is not a proper means to the end of sail
ing for sailing. 

That is the substance of my objection to the 
Boa,t Club's action and its defenders. As to a 
Positive contribution, I suggest to the Boat 
Club that if sailing is as worthwhile as they 
say, and I believe it to be, that we try to sell 

it to the Alumni on its own merits, and per
suade them to support it for its own sake in
stead of fooling around with this false rea~on
ing about racing. 

I think it can be done, and I would much 
rather have a real try at it than to see the 
students here involved in the implied sanction 
of this attempt to bamboozle the Alumni. 

C. R. Lincoln. 

Beams From The TOWER LIGHT 
"Hallowe' en all of the freshmen dormitory 

students will undergo the second annual initia
tion. Each freshman, or "spook," will be as
signed to a room of upperclassmen. The pro
gram will begin at 4:00 P. M. and will be con
tinued throughout the evening. 

Hofmeister gave me the evil eye the other 
day. He says, "Now look, I want you to give 
the lowdown, this chair is getting hard." 

Dean feels that education should benefit an 
individual in many ways. A truly educated 
person has to desire within himself to be of 
service to his community. He takes care of his 
own health in order that he may be better able 
to do this. -

On Knowledge And Its Acquisitions 
The question is often asked at St. John's 

"What do we mean by 'knowing'? What is 
knowledge?" It seems to me that there are 
two answers to this question - two kinds of 
knowing, and that a number of interesting 
ramifications grow out of this distinction. 

The first kind of knowledge consists of per
cepts, cannot be communicated yet is the pri
mary object of teaching, and is the basis on 
which the other kind of knowledge is built. 
The second knowledge deals with relations, in
volves concepts as well as percepts, and can be 
communicated. First what is meant by "per
cept" and "concept" will be taken up, then the 
impossibility of communicating the former and 
the bearing the kinds of knowledge have on 
teaching. 

The meaning of the terms percept and con
cept can be approached by looking at the word 
classification "noun" and "adjective." Adj ec
tives signify abstractions. Such words as 
"straight" "dry," "hollow" have no existence 
in themselves but have been lifted out as some
thing common to a number of things we have 
experienced. They need a substratum before 
they become existences and for this purpose 



we use nouns. Nouns are of two kinds. One 
kind such as "road," "tree," "people," consist 
of abstractions as do adjectives but with this 
difference: in order to be brought into exist
ence and signify some reality they do not need 
a substratum but a space-time relation. When 
given this relation, these nouns become mem
bers of the second group and we recognize this 
distinction by capitalizing them. To give an 
example, "straight" is an adjective needing a 
substratum, "straight road" is more definite 
but is still an abstraction and has no existence, 
"this straight road" or "Lincoln Highway" is a 
definite thing, having taken on space-time rela
tion which give it uniqueness and therefore 
reality. No matter how many adjectives and 
abstract nouns are strung together the abstrac
tion is never lost and reality obtained, although 
it can be asymptotically aproached. The fail
ure to recognize this - that reality is never 
reached by abstraction - causes misconcep
tions concerning the communication of knowl
edge. 

The capitalized nouns are percepts, and the 
general nouns and adjectives are concepts. Our 
a.pparatus for dealing with reality and gaining 
percepts consists of the five senses and the 
mind. (The function of the mind in the ac
quiring of percepts will be taken up later.) 
We gain percepts from experience and from 
there we go to nouns of the first group by our 
faculty of abstraction, and from there to ::J,d
j ectives. The direction is never reversed. We 
must have experience of particular Roads be
fore we gain the notion of road, and we must 
have experience of several groups of substrata 
before we can abstract their common attribute 
as an adjective. Each step ofthe percept-to
common nouns-to adjective process increases 
our distance from reality. Plato is asking for 
a great act of Faith when he would have us 
believe the superior reality of the abstraction, 
- Tree, Chair, Triangle, Beauty, for this is 
contrary to our experience. 

Now the first kind of knowledge, consisting 
of percepts and acquired only by experience, is 
expressed in speaking by the verb "know" with 
a direct predication. We say we know Beetho
ven's Fourth Symphony, meaning we have 
heard it, or we know the Statue of Liberty, 
meaning we have seen it . The second kind of 
knowledge, dealing with concepts in relation to 
percepts or concept s in knowledge of a thing's 
relnt ions and attributes rather t han of the 
t hing- itself, and is expressed by "know that." 
We know that hydrogen and oxygen are ele
ments, expressing the relation between the two 
gases and t hat group of t hings we call ele
ments; we know that the product of three and 
t hree is nine, expressing a particu,ar relation 
between two threes; we know that this chair 
is red, expressing the relation bet wc:i.en t he 

chair and the scale of colors. This kind of 
knowledge can be taught and is what formal 
education concerns itself with. 

To show the impossibility of transmitting the 
first kind of knowledge, an example will be ad
duced which may seem trite but it is hard to 
find one that serves the purpose better. If I 
should try to give a South African Negro who 
has never seen ice the knowledge of what an 
ice cube is, it is probable I would proceed by 
telling him different things about it. I would 
say that it was frozen water, explaining freez
ing as a process by which liquid things become 
solid, that it was hard, cold, slippery; I might 
even try to draw a picture of it. None of these 
would give knowledge of what an ice cube was 
for he would be trying to reconstruct from cer
tain of the things attributes the thing itself. 
The more concepts such as hard, cold, slippery 
I gave him the closer he would be able to ap
proximate the real ice cube, but he would have 
knowledge of it only when he could see and 
touch it. This is because the concepts I have 
given him are common to many things, and 
singly or together do not constitute what is 
unique about the ice cube - that by virtue of 
which we call this particular thing an ice cube 
and not a tree or something else. It is the 
knowledge of that particular quality, which be
ing unique is untransmittable by any symbol 
whatever, that makes the difference between 
knowing and not knowing the ice cube. 

This ex~.mple is taken from the material -
realm. Plato's Theory of Ideas can no more 
b2 taught than the ice cube. We have to ar
rive at it, if we do, by the original questioning 
and thought analogy to the direct experience 
knowledge of physical objects requires. Plato 
in expounding his Theory of Ideas uses con
cepts or words common to many things, but 
the theory itself cannot be communicated for 
it is unique. Knowledge of the theory consists 
in arriving at it in one's own thought, thus see
ing it from the inside and grasping thereby all 
of its relations at once, rather than trying to 
synthesize the theory from its relations. When 
v.re have gained this pr imary knowledge of the 
T1-. 1?ory of Ideas we c.qn analyze and express it 
in our own way, as much as Plato, choosing 
whichever of its relations we wish to expound. 

Our knowledge then, depends on our store 
of percepts. One cannot be taught that the 
sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to 180° 
until he knows what "angle," "triangle", and 
"de?"ree" I'1e:-tns ; nor c~m he know "the Truth 
Bl1 g,l} mrike you free" until he is far enough 
;:irlv:::i.nced in his thinking to have realized t11is 
for himself. Knowledge depends on indivictw~ 1 
effod ultimately, and this is why the good 
tc::i cher h~.s alway~ been recognized as the one 
who stimulates and inspires. 

Anton Hardy. 
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CJ'F RAMBLING MOTION 

· When>rwas -a freshman and he was 
. a sophomore . teaching Greek, Mr . Bart 

loathed l.ectlli"ers, or -~~t leas t he said 

did He would have preferred. being e 
Irnown as one of St. Jo~'s better sbl-
dents than one' of our better lectur
ers The Friday night of bis l ecture, 
while giving us one of his best of the 
. ast .three years~ ~Mr, ~t proved his 
~oir1t. ')!is titi~-·{¥8.s ·t:ranslation, and 

hls subJ ect matter is best described 
as an inquiry into our in tel'~~t in 
language here at Sto John'S c we a~e 
al! .f'amiliar with that photograph m 
the catal<.:@»e where the.Program is all 
hooked-up by Str<iJ.gh t-edge cons truc-

in tr~lating Tuwar'd such an end 
one very. "oon susp~c~?/ that English 
lacks the necessary'· materials 0 Here 
'and th.ere ar,e words 9 key ; wo'rds ' whi tj1 
seem to have· rore meaffing than one can 
give them o That is to· say, for in
stance, that in £1.'aor,; a word \f.aS fo~d 
mucll ' joined the ootion of ., that winch 
a thing is v with the . notion of 9 that 
which a t hing looks like v 0 M~ a Bar t 
suggests t hat in the coupl ing o f two 
such . ·ncrtions ' the· Greek was gi ven a 

f ''lboking- at:' tiimgs Wfi.ifh to u s 

t . but few ·of us are sure j~t what ion, 
those straight lineS represento 

Translation, Mr. Bart suspects, 
is an art and an art .like carpentry ' " ' , . 
is an arto .lllueprint:Original Te:ic:t:: 
Wood+NailstTools:Dictionary+Grarrnnar+ 
Rhetoric: :The Cha..ir:The -mven Transla
tiono At st. John's) witi1 tne treat
ment we give language, th~ last term 
of that proportion is found to be 
lacking. We do not hav·e a finished 
translation in i:nind .. We do not wish to 
supplant the exis tin~ .ones. our trans
l a ti on is done for"· the sole p1\rpose of 
better unde~standing tne t~~t we 
t ranslate. we are ·as th~._oarpenter who 
builds his chatrs from a ~µper la ti ve 
blueprint followed with difficulty. 
The carpenter begins with the assumptp 
t ion that his . bluepr:lnt · is the pat tern 
from ~hich a · fine and beautiful thing 
can be · built, ·.and 'he bui~ds and re
builds until he f eel s :satisfied with 
his attempto . : .. · ~ 

Wa:'j O . . • do 
is imPo.ssibltit~ Such a: coinc_ifieftee es 
not exist be tween our worctsi. seeing and 
imowing. Considering furth'~t -that one 

d c~t~O C i t a l so be come s clear 
wor , a u "' . 
that i t comes ou t o1' Pl'a to meaning 
more than it meant when he ·f.j.rst used 
it: that in a sense, its defi nitions 
ar~ changing and movmg things; that 
one specific definition holds the word 
static for a moment, but that such a 
holding is imposed and hypothetical. 

Mr- Bart believes that the pro~ 
cess of defining is one belonging to a 
pure imagination which operates on a 
supra- dictionary plane . We are to al
low our imagination to operate as the 
organic scientist allows hid imagina
tion to operate when he i s .conf ronted 
with a fact in nat ure till then not 

t . ·ed tnn• a t tempt is to avoid phan-no i c o v \.,U . 

tasy' that subj ective ldnd of imagma-
... h. h has the word mean what we t:rnn w i c . U= 

want it to mean with no r egar d for i s 

own exist01ce. . 
In analyzing what happens · in the 

process of .observation within the or
ganic sciences, several steps can ~e 
se01 . We merely look · to accept wha~ is 

. · · -·ttempt then to generalize, there, we a f 
we byr}Othesize \\hat we ' re not sure o ' 


